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Week 46 Program Guide 
Sunday, 12 November 2023 

6:00am ABC News Update 

The top stories from ABC News, updating you on the latest headlines and the overnight 

news from across Australia and around the world. 

  

6:02am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 

reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on outside the 

big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 

  

6:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Madeleine Morris and Nate Byrne for 

some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the most informed and 

entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an engaging mix of news, updated information, analysis, 

interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn Robinson, 

plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 

As Federal Politicians head to Canberra for a new sitting week in Parliament, David 

Speers and the panel analyse the latest in national affairs - the politics and the policies - 

and break down how it affects all Australians. 

  

10:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an engaging mix of news, updated information, analysis, 

interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn Robinson, 

plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch throughout the day with ABC 

News. We bring you the headlines and latest on the day's top stories, plus breaking news 

and live reports from the scene as events unfold. 
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11:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kelli Underwood and a panel of leading Australian and international sports journalists, 

commentators, coaches and athletes discuss the week in sport including Week 1 of AFLW 

Finals, ODI Cricket World Cup, WBBL and A-League. 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including 

the latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in 

the local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

1:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

1:30pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an 

Australian perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo 

Pacific, Europe, North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest headlines and the day's top stories from ABC News. We 

have reporters on the ground connecting communities, telling your stories and bringing 

you coverage of what's happening as it unfolds. 

  

2:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

The power of the personal. Compelling stories about real people that illuminate, 

entertain and inspire. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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3:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

3:30pm Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
Kelli Underwood and a panel of leading Australian and international sports journalists, 
commentators, coaches and athletes discuss the week in sport including Week 1 of AFLW 
Finals, ODI Cricket World Cup, WBBL and A-League. 

  

4:00pm ABC News Update 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 
Australia and around the world. 

  

4:02pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 
agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 
heartland. 

  

5:00pm ABC News With Auslan 

(CC) 
The latest news and information from ABC News. This bulletin will be Auslan interpreted 
to provide accessible information to keep Australia's deaf community connected and 
informed. Presented by Miriam Corowa. 

  

5:30pm If You're Listening 
The world is on fire. Inflation is through the roof, and AI is taking our jobs. What does it 
all mean? Matt Bevan explains the biggest story in world news while hiding in his 
basement from assassins and authoritarian regimes. 

  

5:45pm ABC News Video Lab 

(Repeat) 
The ABC News Video Lab explains the events and issues making news in Australia and 
around the world. 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
For the latest news as it happens ABC News is the home of breaking news, compelling 
stories and Australia's best investigative journalism. Round the clock coverage of the 
news that matters to you from the team you can trust. 

  

6:25pm Kitchen Cabinet: Lidia Thorpe 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Victorian Senator Lidia Thorpe is one of the Parliament's most recognisable faces. Noted 
for her fiery ways, Thorpe also has a ribald sense of humour. Annabel delves into what 
has shaped her life and views. 
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7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 
clock coverage of the latest news and the day's top stories. Plus reporters investigating 
the issues that matter. Presented by Gemma Veness. 

  

7:30pm Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

As Federal Politicians head to Canberra for a new sitting week in Parliament, David 

Speers and the panel analyse the latest in national affairs - the politics and the policies - 

and break down how it affects all Australians. 

  

8:30pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 

There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 

you the latest news and today's top stories, with more reporters to tell you what's 

happening and why it matters. Presented by Gemma Veness. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 

More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got 

more reporters in more places, connecting communities and telling your stories. Plus 

breaking news and coverage of the issues that matter to you. 

  

9:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
The power of the personal. Compelling stories about real people that illuminate, 
entertain and inspire. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

10:00pm ABC Late News Weekend 

(CC) 
When you need to know what's happening turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. 
We bring you the day's events from reporters across Australia, connecting communities 
and telling your stories. Presented by Gemma Veness. 

  

10:30pm Compass: Awe Hunters with Julia Baird 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Julia Baird faces down the darkness of her cancer diagnosis and joins fellow seekers of 
wonder. She discovers that awe has shaped our civilisations, driven people to change 
their lives and ultimately make them happier. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Live across Australia, the latest headlines and the day's top stories from ABC News. We 
have reporters on the ground connecting communities, telling your stories and bringing 
you coverage of what's happening as it unfolds. 
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11:15pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 
Only two months until the Republican Primaries begin. A stopgap solution saw the 
Speaker ousted but can the US avoid a government shutdown again? Chas and John 
discuss the latest polls, policies and people making news. 

  

12:00am ABC News Overnight 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Gemma 
Veness. 

  

12:15am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 
agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 
heartland. 

  

1:10am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Gemma 
Veness. 

  

1:30am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

As Federal Politicians head to Canberra for a new sitting week in Parliament, David 

Speers and the panel analyse the latest in national affairs - the politics and the policies - 

and break down how it affects all Australians. 

  

2:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

Kelli Underwood and a panel of leading Australian and international sports journalists, 

commentators, coaches and athletes discuss the week in sport including Week 1 of AFLW 

Finals, ODI Cricket World Cup, WBBL and A-League. 

  

3:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:15am ABC News Video Lab 

(Repeat) 

The ABC News Video Lab explains the events and issues making news in Australia and 

around the world. 
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3:30am DW Conflict Zone 

(Repeat) 

From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, we go face-to-face with global decision-

makers, seeking straight answers to straight questions, putting the spotlight on 

controversial issues and calling the powerful to account. 

  
4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  
4:15am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  
4:17am Fancy Fruit: Nature's Lollies 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Australia produces top quality fruit but high supermarket standards can mean even 
slightly less than perfect produce goes to waste. But one couple is finding new markets, 
by drying the fruit. 

  

4:30am ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 

reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on outside the 

big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 

  

5:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 

agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 

heartland. 
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Monday, 13 November 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:10pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
When you need to know what's happening in your community, across Australia or around 
the world, turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. Joe O'Brien brings you the day's 
top stories and latest news at 6pm AEDT. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 
clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating issues 
that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often: the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the issues 
that matter. The ABC's network of reporters uncover important stories and bring you 
news and information you need. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of the day's top 
stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells the 
stories that matter to you. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm Foreign Correspondent: Thai High 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
From zero tolerance to decriminalisation, Thailand's U-turn on cannabis laws is lighting up 
a billion-dollar industry. Officially it's for medicinal use but the legal grey area means 
'ganja' lovers are celebrating. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got more 
reporters in more places, connecting communities and covering the stories and issues that 
matter to you. Presented by Jade Barker. 

  

11:30pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a panel led by Julia Baird, Ellen 
Fanning, Dan Bourchier and Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am ABC News Overnight 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why it 
matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering what you 
need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 
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1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

2:30am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

3:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:30am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 
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5:30am ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 
reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on outside the 
big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 
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Tuesday, 14 November 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:10pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
When you need to know what's happening in your community, across Australia or around 
the world, turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. Joe O'Brien brings you the day's 
top stories and latest news at 6pm AEDT. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 
clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating issues 
that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often: the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the issues 
that matter. The ABC's network of reporters uncover important stories and bring you 
news and information you need. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of the day's top 
stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells the 
stories that matter to you. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm Compass: Awe Hunters with Julia Baird 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Julia Baird faces down the darkness of her cancer diagnosis and joins fellow seekers of 
wonder. She discovers that awe has shaped our civilisations, driven people to change their 
lives and ultimately make them happier. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got more 
reporters in more places, connecting communities and covering the stories and issues that 
matter to you. Presented by Jade Barker. 

  

11:30pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a panel led by Julia Baird, Ellen 
Fanning, Dan Bourchier and Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am ABC News Overnight 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

12:45am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 
The show that holds newsmakers and leaders to account. Q+A brings you lively debate 
and unpredictable moments as Patricia Karvelas puts your questions to the panel to get 
you answers on the issues that matter to Australians. 

  

1:45am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 
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2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

2:25am ABC Late News 

(CC,Repeat) 

Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why it 

matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering what you 

need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

2:40am If You're Listening: Weighing Up Ozempic 

(Repeat) 

For a century society has bullied and shamed people into trying to lose weight, without 

much result. So how has a diabetes drug transformed Denmark's economy and our 

approach to weight loss. 

  

3:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:30am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 

Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 
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5:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 
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Wednesday, 15 November 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC) 

1:35pm ABC News Day 

(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:10pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
When you need to know what's happening in your community, across Australia or around 
the world, turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. Joe O'Brien brings you the day's 
top stories and latest news at 6pm AEDT. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 
clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating issues 
that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often: the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the issues 
that matter. The ABC's network of reporters uncover important stories and bring you 
news and information you need. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 
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8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of the day's top 
stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells the 
stories that matter to you. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
The power of the personal. Compelling stories about real people that illuminate, entertain 
and inspire. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got more 
reporters in more places, connecting communities and covering the stories and issues that 
matter to you. Presented by Jade Barker. 

  

11:30pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a panel led by Julia Baird, Ellen 
Fanning, Dan Bourchier and Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am ABC News Overnight 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why it 
matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering what you 
need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 
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1:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 

Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

2:30am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

3:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:30am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 
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5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kirsten Aiken. 

  

5:30am That Pacific Sports Show: Pacific Games Preview 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sam Wykes, Tinirau Arona and PNG Olympian Anna-Liza Mopio-Jane are in the Solomon 
Islands to preview the 2023 Pacific Games and the anticipation around having 24 national 
teams competing in 24 sports across 12 venues. 
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6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:10pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
When you need to know what's happening in your community, across Australia or around 
the world, turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. Joe O'Brien brings you the day's 
top stories and latest news at 6pm AEDT. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 
clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating issues 
that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often: the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the issues 
that matter. The ABC's network of reporters uncover important stories and bring you 
news and information you need. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show brings you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, investors, employees and 
business owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of the day's top 
stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells the 
stories that matter to you. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm Planet America 

(CC,Repeat) 
There's only two months to go until the First in the Nation Iowa Caucus: the first test of 
Republican candidates popularity on the way to the Presidential nomination. With a field 
of around a dozen who can keep up with Trump? 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got more 
reporters in more places, connecting communities and covering the stories and issues that 
matter to you. Presented by Jade Barker. 

  

11:30pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a panel led by Julia Baird, Ellen 
Fanning, Dan Bourchier and Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am ABC News Overnight 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why it 
matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering what you 
need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

1:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show brings you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, investors, employees and 
business owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 
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1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

2:30am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
Know the latest on the day's top stories, as Jade Barker brings you a comprehensive 
roundup of the news of the day. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the 
globe reporting on the issues that matter to you. 

  

3:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:30am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

5:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show brings you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, investors, employees and 
business owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 
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5:30am Compass: Awe Hunters with Julia Baird 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Julia Baird faces down the darkness of her cancer diagnosis and joins fellow seekers of 
wonder. She discovers that awe has shaped our civilisations, driven people to change their 
lives and ultimately make them happier. 
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6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

2:00pm ABC News Day 

(CC) 

3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

(CC) 

4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

5:00pm ABC News with Joe O'Brien 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
When you need to know what's happening in your community, across Australia or around 
the world, turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. Joe O'Brien brings you the day's 
top stories and latest news at 6pm AEDT. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 
Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 
clock coverage of the latest news and the day's stories. Plus reporters investigating issues 
that matter to you. Presented by Joe O'Brien. 

  

8:00pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 
As Thanksgiving nears so too does the looming threat of another government shutdown. 
Will there be more Chaos in Congress or will President Biden and Democrats negotiate a 
deal to keep the country paying its bills? 

  

8:45pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 
More news, more often: the home of breaking news and in-depth coverage of the issues 
that matter. The ABC's network of reporters uncover important stories and bring you 
news and information you need. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Stay in touch with the latest breaking news and comprehensive coverage of the day's top 
stories. With reporters in more places, ABC News connects communities and tells the 
stories that matter to you. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 
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9:30pm Close Of Business 
Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including the 
latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in the 
local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Yvonne Yong presents the latest international news 
and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents and 
interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

10:30pm The World This Week 

(CC) 
Beverley O'Connor brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, Europe, 
North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got more 
reporters in more places, connecting communities and covering the stories and issues that 
matter to you. Presented by Jade Barker. 

  

11:30pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a panel led by Julia Baird, Ellen 
Fanning, Dan Bourchier and Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why it 
matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering what you 
need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

12:45am Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 
As Thanksgiving nears so too does the looming threat of another government shutdown. 
Will there be more Chaos in Congress or will President Biden and Democrats negotiate a 
deal to keep the country paying its bills? 

  

1:30am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 
Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including the 
latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in the 
local and global economy and how it affects you. 
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2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

2:30am ABC Late News 

(CC,Repeat) 
Follow the story with the latest on today's news, explaining what's happening and why it 
matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe covering what you 
need to know. Presented by Jade Barker in Perth. 

  

2:45am DW News Asia 
The show that puts a spotlight on the issues making headlines across Asia. Our broadcast 
partner Deutsche Welle brings you news, interviews and context on issues across the 
region. Presented by Biresh Banerjee. 

  

3:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:30am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Yvonne Yong presents the latest international news 
and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents and 
interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

4:00am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across Australia 
and around the world. 

  

4:02am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Beverley O'Connor brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, Europe, 
North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

4:30am DW Conflict Zone 
From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, we go face-to-face with global decision-
makers, seeking straight answers to straight questions, putting the spotlight on 
controversial issues and calling the powerful to account. 

  

5:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 
reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 
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5:15am DW News Asia 

(Repeat) 
The show that puts a spotlight on the issues making headlines across Asia. Our broadcast 
partner Deutsche Welle brings you news, interviews and context on issues across the 
region. Presented by Biresh Banerjee. 

  

5:30am The Breakfast Couch 
Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Madeleine Morris and Nate Byrne for 
some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the most informed and 
entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 
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6:00am ABC News Update 

The top stories from ABC News, updating you on the latest headlines and the overnight 

news from across Australia and around the world. 

  

6:02am That Pacific Sports Show: Pacific Games Preview 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sam Wykes, Tinirau Arona and PNG Olympian Anna-Liza Mopio-Jane are in the Solomon 

Islands to preview the 2023 Pacific Games and the anticipation around having 24 national 

teams competing in 24 sports across 12 venues. 

  

6:30am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including the 

latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in the 

local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and up-to-date. Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn Robinson bring 

you the latest news, interviews, politics, culture, weather and global affairs. Plus sport 

with Jared Coote. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch throughout the day with ABC 

News. We bring you the headlines and latest on the day's top stories, plus breaking news 

and live reports from the scene as events unfold. 

  

11:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 

perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, Europe, 

North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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12:30pm ABC News Regional 

(CC) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 
reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on outside the 
big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 

  

1:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

1:30pm If You're Listening 

(Repeat) 

The world is on fire. Inflation is through the roof, and AI is taking our jobs. What does it all 

mean? Matt Bevan explains the biggest story in world news while hiding in his basement 

from assassins and authoritarian regimes. 

  

1:45pm Unusual Farmers: Buffalo Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Pioneers don't just belong in centuries past. A dairy farming family in Queensland's 

Sunshine Coast hinterland is pioneering the farming of water buffalo to produce milk and 

meat.  

  

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Live across Australia, the latest headlines and the day's top stories from ABC News. We 

have reporters on the ground connecting communities, telling your stories and bringing 

you coverage of what's happening as it unfolds. 

  

2:15pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 

As Thanksgiving nears so too does the looming threat of another government shutdown. 

Will there be more Chaos in Congress or will President Biden and Democrats negotiate a 

deal to keep the country paying its bills? 

  

3:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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3:30pm The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Madeleine Morris and Nate Byrne for 

some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the most informed and 

entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 

  

4:00pm ABC News 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch throughout the day with ABC 
News. We bring you the headlines and latest on the day's top stories, plus breaking news 
and live reports from the scene as events unfold. 

  

4:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including the 

latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in the 

local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

5:00pm ABC News 
There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 
you the latest news and the day's top stories, with reporters on the ground to tell you 
what's happening and why it matters. 

  

5:30pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Beverley O'Connor brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 
perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, Europe, 
North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

For the latest news as it happens ABC News is the home of breaking news, compelling 

stories and Australia's best investigative journalism. Round the clock coverage of the news 

that matters to you from the team you can trust. 

  

6:30pm Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

The power of the personal. Compelling stories about real people that illuminate, entertain 

and inspire. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

(CC) 

Wherever you are and whenever you need us, ABC News is here to bring you round the 

clock coverage of the latest news and the day's top stories. Plus reporters investigating 

the issues that matter. Presented by Mariam Saab. 
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7:30pm What Broke The Rental Market? 

(CC,Repeat) 

As the cost of living goes up, nothing looms larger in our budgets than the roof over our 

heads. Casey Briggs looks at what an average wage gets you in some of the world's big 

cities, and lessons for our rental crisis. 

  

8:30pm ABC News Tonight 

(CC) 

There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 

you the latest news and today's top stories, with more reporters to tell you what's 

happening and why it matters. Presented by Mariam Saab. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
More news, more often. Wherever you are stay in touch with ABC News. We've got more 
reporters in more places, connecting communities and telling your stories. Plus breaking 
news and coverage of the issues that matter to you. 

  

9:15pm Planet America: Fireside Chat 

(Repeat) 
As Thanksgiving nears so too does the looming threat of another government shutdown. 
Will there be more Chaos in Congress or will President Biden and Democrats negotiate a 
deal to keep the country paying its bills? 

  

10:00pm ABC Late News Weekend 

(CC) 
When you need to know what's happening turn to ABC News for coverage you can trust. 
We bring you the day's events from reporters across Australia, connecting communities 
and telling your stories. Presented by Mariam Saab. 

  

10:30pm ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 
reporters uncover the news and unique stories about what's really going on outside the 
big cities. Presented by Amy Culpitt. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Live across Australia, the latest headlines and the day's top stories from ABC News. We 
have reporters on the ground connecting communities, telling your stories and bringing 
you coverage of what's happening as it unfolds. 

  

11:30pm The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar, Tony Armstrong, Madeleine Morris and Nate Byrne for 

some of the best conversations as we hear from some of the most informed and 

entertaining guests who have appeared on News Breakfast. 
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12:00am ABC News Overnight 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Mariam Saab. 

  

12:15am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Everybody loves it until they're on it! Australia's leading forum for media analysis and 

comment, bringing you a fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in 

the news. Presented by Paul Barry. 

  

12:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor brings you a weekly roundup of international news from an Australian 

perspective as reported by ABC News correspondents covering the Indo Pacific, Europe, 

North America, the Middle East, India and Indonesia. 

  

1:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

1:15am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Mariam Saab. 

  

1:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

2:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

2:15am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. Presented by Mariam Saab. 
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2:30am DW Focus On Europe 

From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, Focus On Europe puts the spotlight on 

people and asks what drives the people of Europe - politically, socially and culturally. 

What are their views, hopes and fears? 

  

3:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

3:15am If You're Listening: Elon's War 

(Repeat) 

Last September, Elon Musk refused to let the Ukrainian military use his Starlink satellites 

to attack a Russian fleet, saying it was for peaceful use only. How did he get to decide and 

was he justified in refusing to help? 

  

3:30am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

Rachel Pupazzoni presents the week in business, finance and economic news including the 

latest trends on Australian and international markets, analysing what's going on in the 

local and global economy and how it affects you. 

  

4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin with updated 

reports and expert analysis on the big global issues. 

  

4:15am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across Australia 

and around the world. 

  

4:20am Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

The power of the personal. Compelling stories about real people that illuminate, entertain 

and inspire. Presented by Leigh Sales. 

  

4:50am National Press Club Address: Rupert Myer - Chair of A New Approach (ANA) and 
President of The Myer Foundation 

(CC,Repeat) 

Rupert Myer, Chair of A New Approach (ANA) and President of The Myer Foundation, will 

address the National Press Club on the topic 'Becoming a cultural powerhouse'.  

  

  
 


